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“Second Round” 64 School Regions:  
Answer the questions provided about your 64 school’s regions 

“3rd Round’ 32 School Alumni 
List a famous alum that went to each school. 
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Elite 8 School’s Mascots 
Directions: Draw each mascot of  your school in the box. Then explain in DETAIL why that is the mascot of that 

school. Does it have anything to do with that state? What is the history behind this mascot? 



Final 4 School’s State Welcome Sign 
Directions: As you are driving into each school’s state you see these awesome, amazing, spectacular state signs, the 

signs are made to describe each state in the form of a collage. Each sign needs to have the following information: 

• State population, climate of the state, state capital, state nickname, current governor, major cities, state flower, 

state tree, state bird, state song, interesting facts about your states (this is where you get to be extra creative!) 

 





National Champion’s State! 
Before your vacation ended, you decided to make one more stop at a famous physical feature in your state. Write a diary entry, explaining the 

physical feature you went to visit. It must be at least one paragraph! You loved your trip so much that you decided to move to your  winning 

school’s state! Create a vanity license plate to represent how much you love your state. Then create a bumper sticker that represents  a your 

favorite famous site  (physical or historical) you saw on this trip! 

Dear Diary, 
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
  Love, _____________________________________________ 


